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Abstract

Pronouns as a diagnostic feature of language relatedness have been widely explored in historical and comparative linguistics. In this article, we focus on South American pronouns, as a potential example of items with their own history passing between the boundaries of language families, what has been dubbed in the literature as ‘historical markers’. Historical markers are not a direct diagnostic of genealogical relatedness among languages, but account for phenomena beyond the grasp of the historical comparative method. Relatedness between pronoun systems can thus serve as suggestions for closer studies of genealogical relationships. How can we use computational methods to help us with this process? We collected pronouns for 121 South American languages, grouped them into classes and aligned the phonemes within each class (assisted by automatic methods). We then used Bayesian phylogenetic tree inference to model the birth and death of individual phonemes within cognate sets, rather than the typical practice of modelling whole cognate sets. The reliability of the splits found in our analysis was low above the level of language family, and validation on alternative data suggested that the analysis cannot be used to infer general genealogical relatedness among languages. However, many results aligned with existing theories, and the analysis as a whole provided a useful starting point for future analyses of historical relationships between the languages of South America. We show that using automated methods with evolutionary principles can support progress in historical linguistics research.
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1. Introduction

Pronouns have caught the attention of several scholars through history. The father of experimental psychology, Wilhelm Wundt, was one of the first to be interested in the consonants one finds in the pronouns of some languages of the world. After surveying a number of pronominal systems in the languages of Europe and Asia, he realised that many of them deployed a nasal bilabial [m] or a nasal alveolar [n], and concluded:

At last, analogous sound gradations seem to occur pervasively with personal pronouns. This case is also attributable to spatial distance-differences. However, in some cases, another reason might be involved, which provides
the sound metaphors with their peculiar character. Strikingly, the ‘I’ frequently shows resonance sounds, namely the labial resonance tone m, in otherwise completely foreign languages. That shows that the natural man, following widespread animistic ideas, transfer his ego to his inner body. Thus, the association between the sound articulated with the closed lips and the inner self may be perceived as a natural sound metaphor for the ego.¹ (Wundt 1904: 344–5)

These trends had already been noticed in Amerindian linguistics before. A decade and a half prior to the publication of Völkerpsychologie by Wundt, the American archaeologist and ethnologist Daniel Brinton made similar claims with regard to pronouns in America:

[...] the N sound expresses the notion of ego, of myself-ness, in a great many tongues, far apart geographically and linguistically. It is the sound at the basis of the personal pronoun of the first person and of the words for man in numerous dialects in North and South America. Again, the K sound is almost as widely associated with the ideas of otherness, and is at the base of the personal pronoun of the second person singular and of the expressions for superhuman personalities, the divine existences. It is essentially demonstrative in its power. (Brinton 1888: 6–7)

Explanations beyond sound-symbolism abounded in Amerindian linguistics. One of the most famous paradigms under discussion was the n: m pronominal paradigm. For scholars such as Boas (1917) its existence could be explained psychologically. Kroeber (1913) argued that the n: m paradigm could be explained in terms of ‘territorial continuity of characteristics’. Sapir (1929), Swadesh (1954), Greenberg (1960, 1987), and Ruhlen (1987) followed in claiming that the n: m paradigm could not be explained by mere chance. Its existence had to be explained in terms of an undeniable genealogical relatedness (see Campbell 1994 for a detailed historical survey on the topic). This would later on be one of the backbones of Greenberg’s Amerind hypothesis (Greenberg 1987).

The latter view was severely criticised by Campbell (1994). The author claimed that the Amerind n: m paradigm was largely overstated. This pattern could be explained by:

1. the pervasiveness of nasals in grammatical morphemes, particularly in pronominal markers,²
2. the common occurrence of nasals in grammatical morphemes, given their perceptual salience (Maddieson 1984: 70, also cited in; Campbell 1994: 4),
3. contact phenomena, since pronouns can also be borrowed, and
4. child language.

That same decade, Nichols and Peterson (1996) argued that the geographical distribution of the n: m pronominal paradigm cast doubt on the Amerind proposal. Based on a sample of 173 languages covering most of the world, the authors showed that the distribution of the n: m pronominal paradigm was not exclusive to the whole New World, but was a western American phenomenon. In addition, the paradigm could also be found in Melanesia. Finally, the authors suggested that there was enough evidence to postulate a Pacific Rim historical marker. Historical markers are not diagnostic of genealogical relatedness among languages in the traditional family tree model fashion, but account for phenomena beyond the grasp of the historical comparative method (Nichols and Peterson 1996: 359).³

Today, in general linguistics, there is no real consensus regarding the reliability of pronouns as indicators of genealogical relatedness. Dixon (1997: 22), for example, in the same vein as Greenberg and Ruhlen, claimed that pronouns are less likely to be borrowed, and would therefore be ‘the surest indicators of genetic relationship’. Matras (2007: 53), from a cross-linguistic perspective, claims that pronominal forms are borrowed, but not as wholesale structural sets, but depending on their functionality. The author resorts to social forces that explain why, for example, Imbabura Quechua developed a special formal second person pronoun kikin (from the Quechua reflexive kikin) on the basis of contact with Ecuadorian Spanish and the need for a Quechua version of the Spanish usted. However, the author also mentions that ‘pronouns may be borrowable in principle, [but] show very low borrowability’ (Matras 2009: 208). Borrowing as a tendency of pronominal systems has been reported for Pirahä in Thomason and Everett (2001). The authors argue that the pronouns of Pirahä were borrowed from Nheengatu and Tenharim, two Tupian languages known to have been in contact with Pirahä, and then adjusted based on the phonology of the language (2001: 310). The authors, based on this example, conclude that pronouns are not reliable when addressing questions of genealogical relatedness, given their level of borrowability and attitudes behind this process, which are unlikely to be retrievable and understandable from distant contact situations. Other authors remain agnostic. Sasse (2015: 197) argues that pronouns ‘are among the most stable elements of basic vocabulary’. In addition, the author adds that pronouns as syntactic categories to account for genealogical relatedness
are reliable for some cases, such as for the reconstruction of Indo-European or Afroasiatic. However, he also emphasises that this seems not to be the case for all the languages of the world. In many cases, similarities across pronominal systems are just due to a tendency for pronominal forms to be simplified and resort to the same set of phonemes, such as n, m, k, or s. Moreover, the author, in the same vein as Matras (2007), points to the importance of social structure when it comes to the development/diffusion of pronominal systems, that is innovations or borrowings in a system may be the consequence of complex social forces in specific speech communities.

In this article, we do not take part in the n: m pronominal paradigm debate and neither are we attributing sound-symbolism properties to pronouns. We do admit, however, that pronouns cannot be taken as direct evidence for genealogical relatedness. Instead of assuming them to indicate the history of the languages they belong to, we prefer to focus on them as items having their own history. Therefore, we do focus on historical markers reflected in South American pronouns, following Nichols and Peterson (1996). Subsystems within lects (cf. Bailey 1973), such as pronouns or pronominal systems, can have their own history. Mufwene, in this regard (2005: 33) suggests, Although some ethnographic considerations suggest that selection also applies at the level of languages, when speakers target primarily features of a particular language over those of others, what we know about language mixing and the development of creoles suggests otherwise. Languages are selected indirectly through the fact that their features (sounds, words, combinatorial rules, and particular ways of packaging meanings) wind up constituting the majority of those selected from the combined feature pool of the language varieties in contact.

Pronouns or pronominal systems, as such, provided they have been selected and become part of a given lect recursively from generation to generation, can help us understand the linguistic history of a population.

South America was populated less than 20,000 years ago. Yet, its linguistic diversity is striking (q.v. Nettle 1999a; Muysken and O’Connor 2014), and in most of the cases not easy to explain in terms of the traditional historical comparative method. A micro or item-based approach (q.v. Nettle 1999b; Enfield 2014) may prove more useful. By now, there is a large amount of data available on pronom system across many language families in South America. With the development of new computational tools for assessing large-scale data, we see an opportunity to take a fresh look at pronom systems in this area. We collect and transcribe pronom system for 121 languages from 35 South American language families and isolates. With this amount of data, how can we begin the task of spotting patterns and organising the data for future identification of historical markers? How can we avoid cherry-picking individual features or instances that seem appealing, and instead take a broader view of the available data? We take a computational approach to this problem, using recent advances in computer-assisted historical linguistics. There are now many tools for tackling problems such as cognate detection, sequence alignment, and phylogenetic tree inference (see, e.g., List 2019; List et al. 2018; Bowern 2018). However, these mostly rely on having lexical data for many concepts, which might have different histories in South America. In this article, we attempt to apply these methods to a limited number of pronoun concepts by modelling the evolution of individual segments within cognate sets, rather than whole cognate sets. This method would be valuable because it allows the historical inference process to extract more information from the same data. However, it also poses some challenges, such as sequence alignment. The aim is to assess whether this approach is practical, and to produce a useful set of suggestions about how pronoun systems might be related for use in future studies.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the use of phoneme-level data in phylogenetic reconstructions. Section 3 presents the methods used for data collection and coding, as well as the details concerning the particular Bayesian phylogenetic analysis we carried out. Section 4 presents the results of the analysis. In Section 5 we discuss possible interpretations of the results, which are still preliminary, given the novelty of the analysis. Finally, we conclude in Section 6 with a to-do list of possible future avenues in the study of the history of South American languages.

2. Using phoneme-level data in phylogenetic reconstructions

The standard method for automatically generating phylogenetic trees in linguistics is to use Bayesian phylogenetic analysis with a Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC) model of cognate birth and death (Bouckaert et al. 2012). Lexical data for many languages is split up into cognate sets (sets of words that are historically related, usually analysed using the comparative method). The CTMC model allows a new cognate to
appear at a certain point in the tree (birth), to be transmitted along the branches of the tree and then be replaced (death). A given tree structure and a particular set of parameters dictating when the cognate will appear and disappear will fit the data more or less well (Fig. 1).

That is, we can evaluate how likely a tree is to produce the data we see, given the model of birth and death. If there were infinite time to run the analysis, then all possible combinations of tree structures and parameter types could be evaluated and we could select the best one. However, this is not feasible, and so instead a Bayesian Monte Carlo method is used. The space of possible trees and parameters is explored stochastically. The Monte Carlo process gradually converges on a set of trees and parameter values that are a good fit to the data.

This method relies on having multiple cognate sets for multiple concepts. For example, the Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database includes about 34,000 cognate sets for 400 languages (around 85 cognate sets per language), and the database used in Grollemund et al. (2015) to generate a tree for Bantu languages has 3,859 cognate sets for 424 languages (around 9 cognate sets per language). The different histories of each cognate help narrow down the set of likely tree structures. However, different sets of words have different histories. It should be possible to produce trees based on a particular sub-set of words, such as pronouns. The problem is that there are few concepts and therefore few cognate sets within such a limited sub-set of concepts.

One solution is to look for structure below the level of the cognate (for a similar approach, see Macklin-Cordes and Round 2015). Individual segments of words change, and this can include historical data, too. That is, instead of modelling the birth and death of cognates, we can model the birth and death of segments in particular (aligned) positions within a cognate. For example, Fig. 2 shows four reflexes of the cognate for ‘dog’ or ‘hound’ in Dutch, West Flemish, Limburgish, and English. The forms can be aligned into groups that reflect related segments. For example, the word in Dutch, Limburgish and English begins with /h/, while the West Flemish word does not. This might indicate that West Flemish is further from the other three languages in the tree: at some point, West Flemish lost the /h/ while the others retained it. Some alignment columns have more than one segment, and these can be split into multiple sites. For example, the last segment is either a /t/, /c/ or /d/. That can be translated into three binary features: ‘/t/ at last position’, ‘/c/ at last position’, and ‘/d/ at last position’.5

Therefore, we can generate a set of binary site data that can be analysed with a CTMC model, but now based on birth and death of segments in particular alignment columns. The procedure is:

1. For each concept, split forms into cognate sets.
2. Within each cognate set, align the segments.
3. For each unique segment type within each alignment column, produce a binary vector which shows whether the language has or does not have the given segment.
4. Combine the vectors into a binary matrix.

In the sections below, we apply this method to pronoun data from South America.

2.1 Limitations of the method
Bayesian phylogenetic methods provide a useful tool for investigating linguistic history, but have many issues. The
current approach using phoneme-level data has specific issues which we discuss here. The standard CTMC method assumes that sites are independent, which may not be realistic. For example, in Fig. 2, having a /t/ at the end means that a language does not have a /d/ or a /c/ at the end, and so the three sites are not independent. However, a given language might have multiple segments at a given site if it has multiple forms. Indeed, we find this is often the case in our data (30% of meanings had multiple alternative forms within a language, compared to 3% for comparable data in Pama–Nyungan). That is, strictly speaking, the presence of a particular segment does not imply the absence of all others. Note that this issue also applies for cognate-level analyses, and the same argument applies: a language might have multiple forms for the same meaning which belong to more than one cognate set.

The model also assumes that the pronoun forms within a language evolve independently. That is, it does not take into account the structure of the paradigm. Related to this, contextual sound changes look like two changes in our data, but are really only one change. Failing to account for these issues could make it look like more evolution is happening than in reality, and this could make the branch lengths longer. However, we are not concerned with estimating branch lengths in this study.

Bayesian phylogenetic models are improved by entering prior knowledge about clades. Prior evidence for clades should be independent from the linguistic information, for example historical, archaeological, or genetic evidence. Such evidence is available for relationships between linguistic populations as a whole, but in a micro-evolutionary approach what is needed is evidence that relates to the specific feature. In this case, there is no clear prior evidence that relates directly to pronoun history. Therefore, we did not enter any prior information.

Bayesian phylogenetic methods return binary trees connected by a single root node, which assumes that all taxa in the analysis are related to a single common ancestor. This is not assumed in standard linguistic analyses until a clear genetic family relationship can be identified, which we do not have for the case of South America. While in some distant sense many or all languages in South America may be related, it is not clear that all pronouns are. We proceed with the assumption that they are, with the aim of producing a historical analysis that is most consistent with this assumption. This may be used as a guide for thinking about genealogical relationships and for generating hypotheses, rather than a claim about the true history of the languages.

3. Methods

3.1 Data

Data for four pronoun categories were collected: First person singular, second person singular, third person singular and first person plural either inclusive (sometimes called the ‘fourth person’ in studies of Andean South American languages) or exclusive. Pronoun data for fifty-nine languages were obtained by the first
Other sources provided a further sixty-four languages from South America (fifty-two from the Intercontinental Dictionary Series, Key and Comrie (2015); four from the World Loanword Database (Haspelmath and Tadmor 2009), and eight from Birchall, Dunn, and Greenhill (2016) for a total of 123 languages from South America with unique glottocodes (Fig. 3). Where sources listed multiple forms, all were included in separate entries. This resulted in 1,208 forms. The segment inventories were simplified and unified (mainly changes for UTF-8 characters).

All data, processing scripts and analysis scripts are available online: https://bit.ly/2XtdLx4

3.2 Cognate coding and alignment

In order to compare the forms, they needed to be split into cognate categories and then the segments needed to be aligned. This task proceeded in two stages. First, automatic coding and alignment provided a starting point, and then the results were manually edited by the first author. The program Lingpy (List, Greenhill, and Forkel 2017) was used to propose cognate classes and create the automatic alignments (using the ‘lexstat’ method for clustering, threshold = 0.7, and the ‘library’ method for alignment, with a custom sound class file). The automatic alignment suggested 248 cognate sets. These alignments were later manually recoded into 37 pseudo-cognate sets (changes included both changes to cognate set assignment and in the alignment). The criteria for this process was the following:

- We re-classified the automatic alignments in terms of pseudo-cognates. Pseudo-cognates in this sense are aligned words at the segment level whose segments were ‘plausibly’ historically related. This is based on common sound changes reported in historical linguistics literature. For example, it is common for unvoiced obstruents to become voiced (p, t, k > b, d, g) (q.v. Cerro´n-Palomino 2003: 170 for such a process in Quechuan), for postvelar obstruents to become velar (i.e. Proto Quechua qam > in contemporary Northern Quechua kam (Cerro´n-Palomino 2003: 154)), for segments such as /w/ and /j/ to be interchangeable.

- We also used paradigm similarity for some judgments, that is if some sets of words are almost identical (e.g. Muniche pronouns and Arawak pronouns), they were regrouped into a pseudo-cognate set.

- For some words, it was judged that different parts had different histories. Because the analysis is at the level of the segment, these words were split in two and the different sections assigned to the relevant cognate sets. While the differences between the automatic coding and the manual coding seem large, the task was greatly simplified by the automatic coding. The final codings and alignments are available in Supplementary Materials.

The number of edits made to the automatic coding were substantial. For example, about 46% of the segment alignments were altered. The human and automatic coding agreed for 95% of word pairs, which seems high, but simply reflects the small number of cognate pairs compared to non-cognate pairs (randomly permuting the original cognate coding also produces an agreement of 95% on average). Using the B-Cubed measure (see List, Greenhill and Gray 2017) reveals a high precision (0.90), but a low recall (0.22, F-score = 0.36). That is, the human mostly agreed with the pairs that the automatic coding identified as cognate, but also found many more pairs of cognates.

These data were then transformed into a binary feature matrix. Each cognate set within each concept contains multiple forms all of which are aligned into corresponding columns. Each column has potentially
several phoneme types within it. These phoneme types were used as the features (see the explanation above). Where a language had multiple forms within a concept and cognate class, only the longest form was used. Across all languages, there were 1,002 sites (alignment columns). For the Bayesian phylogenetic analysis, small cognate sets with fewer than three forms were removed. The final data included 987 sites in 35 cognate sets for 121 languages (about 8 sites per language; first person: 157 sites in 6 sets; Second person: 173 sites in 7 sets; Third person: 272 sites in 8 sets; Fourth Person: 385 sites in 15 sets). This is still an order of magnitude less data than for studies such as Bouckaert et al. (2012), but similar to the amount of data in Grollemund et al. (2015).

3.3 Bayesian phylogenetic analysis

The binary alignment data was transformed into a NEXUS file format for the Bayesian phylogenetic analysis, placing each cognate set within each concept into a different partition, and adding a contiguity correction for each partition. This partitioning ensures that comparisons are only made within each cognate class (so that, e.g. not all possible phonemes are coded for each cognate set, only the ones that occur for words in that cognate set). The program BEAUti (Drummond et al. 2012) was used to create an input file for the analysis, specifying a single tree model and clock model. We used a Continuous-Time Markov Chain model (Bouckaert et al. 2012) with a relaxed log normal clock model in BEAST (Drummond et al. 2006; Suchard et al. 2018). No priors on the topology of the tree were included. Since we were not aiming to estimate dates, these were not calibrated.

Other models were also run, including a strict clock model, and analyses of the data in a single partition, or also including the cognate codings in the binary analyses files. According to the model fit analyses, the relaxed clock model using only the alignment features yielded the best absolute fit.

The analysis was run for 2,000,000,000 generations. Autocorrelation and convergence checks were carried out using Tracer v1.5 (Rambaut and Drummond 2012). The convergence trace was unstable for much of the run, so the first 75% of runs were treated as a burnin. A total of 74% of parameters had effective sample sizes (ESS) of more than 2,000 (average = 5,910). All parameters had ESS of more than 200, except for 7 parameters (4% of parameters, note that this is better than for the Pama–Nyungan data, see below). An additional run of the model was done, adjusting operator weights to focus on obtaining estimates for these weaker estimates, and another excluding the data associated with these parameters, but this lead to further problems with estimations. The best results were still with the original analysis.

We also ran models with priors on the structures of the trees, reflecting known language families. Results for strict monophyletic priors (forcing languages to be strictly within their language family with no outside languages) lead to lower likelihood than for a non-monophyletic prior (monophyletic mean log likelihood = −13638, sd = 14.6; non-monophyletic mean log likelihood = −13042, sd = 14.8). This was also the case in the Pama–Nyungan analysis. Additionally, the non-monophyletic results were almost identical to the original analysis (mean log likelihood = −13042, sd = 14.7). Following Occam’s razor, we have chosen to remain with the original analysis (without priors).

We also fit the data with a stochastic dollo model rather than the CTMC model. It converged well (even trace, all ESS > 2,000), but the trees failed to identify many language family clades and agreement between trees sampled from the posterior was low. Comparing the two models with an AICM test (Baele et al. 2012) showed that the CTMC model provided a substantially better fit (AICM for Stochastic Dollo model = 1,36,073; improvement for CTMC model = 26,533; improvement by over 1,000 units).

A single tree from the distribution may be a poor summary of the analysis. Therefore, 10,000 trees were sampled from the posterior, spacing samples evenly to avoid autocorrelation (at least 100,000 trees between samples). TreeAnnotator (Rambaut and Drummond 2017) was used to produce a maximum clade credibility tree (MCCCT): the single and most representative tree drawn from the 10,000 tree sample.

4. Results

4.1 Results for Pama–Nyungan

In order to test the validity of the methods, we applied them to data on Pama–Nyungan pronouns. The CHIRILA database (Bowern 2016) includes cognate coding (by experts) for many concepts in Pama–Nyungan languages and this data was used to infer a phylogenetic tree (Bouckaert, Bowern, and Atkinson 2018). Pama–Nyungan happens to have pronoun data for a similar number of languages, a similar geographic range and a similar time-depth to the data we are considering, and has a similar diversity in pronoun forms (unlike, e.g. Indo-European). We obtained the pronouns from 185 Pama–Nyungan languages (thirty-nine cognate sets), aligned the phoneme sequences using Lingpy,
converted the alignments to binary features and inferred historical relations using Bayesian phylogenetic tree inference (using the same methods as above, see the Supplementary Materials for details). We also ran the automatic cognate coding procedure on the data and compared it to the ‘gold standard’ cognate coding. The aim was not to assess the validity of the previous analyses of Pama–Nyungan history, but to gain an idea of the performance of our method in the ideal case where there are known relationships between all the languages considered and where the cognate coding is based on standard (non-automatic) historical linguistic methods.

From this process, we obtained several insights. First, cognate coding in Lingpy for small numbers of concepts has adequate precision, but tends to split cognate sets more than for larger datasets. This is what we suspected of the results of the automatic coding for the South American data, and indeed most of the manual corrections involved lumping the automatic cognates together. Secondly, the convergence of the Bayesian phylogenetic method was poorer for the Pama–Nyungan data than for the South American data (in terms of parameter ESS). The original inference by Bouckaert et al. used monophyletic priors on the sub-families, but for pronouns the likelihood was better without priors than with monophyletic priors. This might reflect pronouns being borrowed between sub-families. Finally, the results for Pama–Nyungan failed to recover many of the sub-families or the internal structure of many sub-families. We therefore conclude that the phoneme-level method for restricted concept sets cannot be used to reliably infer the general history of whole languages. However, it may still be useful for rapidly producing a first approximation of the history of particular sets of words, and for generating hypotheses that can help historical linguists in future studies.

4.2 Results for South America

Densitree (Bouckaert and Heled 2014) was used to visualise the distribution of 10,000 trees drawn from the posterior. Figure 4 shows the densitree: each tree in the sample is drawn on top of each other so that overlapping lines show more strongly. It is clear that there is some agreement near the tips of the tree, but that the agreement near the root is very poor.

The MCCT is shown in Fig. 5. The numbers at each node in the MCCT indicate the proportion of trees in the posterior sample that contain the same split (higher numbers indicate greater support for the split). It is clear that several branches have poor support: the sample of trees do not agree on the split, suggesting that it is not reliable. We note that the agreement for the South American data was generally better than for the Pama–Nyungan data.

Some expected splits are observed. For example, the tree splits languages into language families reasonably well. This can be tested by comparing the tree produced from pronouns illustrated in Fig. 5 to the Glottolog classification (Hammarström, Forkel, and Haspelmath 2018). For all languages in the data, we joined their Glottolog families together into a single tree (binding at the root, with unclassified languages being attached at the root). Comparing true distances between trees is computationally hard. Instead, the quartet distance measure can be used (Estabrook, McMorris, and Meacham 1985; Pompei, Loreto, and Tria 2011). For all possible quartets of languages, it produces a sub-tree for each of the trees being compared, and then compares the overlap between these sub-trees. This produces a distance measure that assesses the structural distance between trees (it does not take branch lengths into account). To assess the significance of this distance, the same test can be run but where the tips of one of the trees is randomly permuted. Doing this many times gives a distribution of permuted tree distances in order to calculate a z-score (how far the true distance is from the mean permuted distance, in number of standard deviations of the permuted distance) and p value (the proportion of permuted trees that result in a smaller distance).

We found that the tree produced from pronouns is significantly similar to the Glottolog classification compared to trees where the tips have been randomly permuted (true quartet distance = 7,934,529, mean distance of 1,000 permutations = 8,234,177, z = −17.9, P < 0.001). However, the pronoun tree is not significantly closer to the Glottolog tree when permuting languages only within language families (mean permuted distance = 7,942,530, z = −0.60, P = 0.26). This suggests that the pronoun tree is classifying languages into Glottolog families well, but it does not agree with Glottolog below the level of families. These results are similar for the Pama–Nyungan data (z = −23.87, permuting within ‘families’ z = −4.62).

We also compared our results to the phylogenetic tree of Chapacuruan languages produced by Birchall, Dunn, and Greenhill (2016) (Fig. 6). Both trees place Kitemoka and Chapakura together (and also Wari’ and Oro Win), but the rest of the tree is quite divergent.

The distances in the MCCT were weakly but significantly correlated with geographic distance between languages (geographic coordinates from Glottolog, Mantel test r = 0.13, P < 0.001).
4.3 Examples

Parts of the tree nearer the tips do have reasonable support. For example, each node in the sub-tree connecting Maquirirari, Hixkaryana, Waiwai, Galibi Carib, E’napa Woromaipu, and Macuchi pronouns—all pronouns of Carib languages—are observed in over 95% of trees (Table 1).

Another example is that of Eastern Bolivian Guarani, Paraguayan Guarani, Mundurukú, Aché and Urarina pronouns, the first four of which belong to the Tupian language family, and the last one is considered unclassified. Each node in the sub-tree connecting these pronouns is observed in over 75% of the trees (Table 2).

The first example (Table 1) shows the degree of agreement of our analysis based on four concepts with the family level, that is four concepts were enough for our methods to infer these forms were related. The second example (Table 2) shows some noise (see e.g. Urarina pronouns, which are included in this part of the tree and do not show any straightforward similarity with the rest of pronouns), which calls for future refinements in the methodology.

5. Discussion

The reliability of splits in the tree was low for splits above the level of language family and in comparison to several other studies. However, the results are still reasonable considering that it only used lexical data from four concepts and looked at a range of languages with a much deeper time depth than most other phylogenetic studies. In the following sections, we examine some of
the results, which have sometimes been addressed in the literature and could eventually shed light on the linguistic past of the continent.

5.1 The Kawapanan–Puelche hypothesis and beyond

One of the sub-clades that shows a strong support is the one formed by Kawapanan languages (Chayahuita and Jebero) and Puelche, separated by a distance of ca. 5,400 km (Fig. 7).

Kawapanan and Puelche pronominal systems display a striking similarity (Table 3).

Even third person pronouns, which are sometimes prone to borrowing or taken from the demonstratives/deictics system in most languages, are also strikingly similar. This seems to have been observed previously by Kaufman (1990, 1994). The author argued for the plausibility of existence of a Macro-Andean family, which includes Kawapanan, Puelche, Urarina, Warpean, Jivaroan, Bora-Witoto, Zaparoan, Taushiro, Omurano, and Waorani. However, given the lack of actual
argumentation with proper formal correspondences, this
classification remains anecdotal.

It is still difficult to claim that there is a clear genea-
logical relatedness between Kawapanan and Puelche,
given the lack of proper formal correspondences,
but evidence for a non-chance/historical connection is
compelling. Even the comparison of some verbal morph-
ology, such as subject or object indexation, reveal con-
siderable affinity (Tables 4 and 5):

In addition, some pronominal number markers such
as 3aug-na—for both Kawapanan and Puelche —, and
dual -npul-w(p), as well as the deictic marker -su"/sa—
in Kawapanan and Puelche, respectively—show a strong

Table 1. Maquiritari, Hixkaryana, Waiwai, Galibi, Carib, E’napa Woromaipu, and Macuchi pronouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>he/she/it</th>
<th>We</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maquiritari</td>
<td>iwi</td>
<td>amada</td>
<td>tiwi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hixkaryana</td>
<td>uro</td>
<td>omoro</td>
<td>noro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiwai</td>
<td>owi</td>
<td>amoro</td>
<td>ero/horo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galibi_carib</td>
<td>amolo</td>
<td>moko/molo</td>
<td>kiko/nana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enapa_Woromaipu</td>
<td>aman</td>
<td>mak/mukuh</td>
<td>ana/we/hakon/yutokon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macuchi</td>
<td>uuri</td>
<td>amiri</td>
<td>miikiri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Eastern Bolivian Guarani, Paraguayan Guarani, Mundurukú, Aché, and Urarina pronouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>he/she/it</th>
<th>we</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aché</td>
<td>čo</td>
<td>je</td>
<td>go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Bolivian Guarani</td>
<td>če; se</td>
<td>nde</td>
<td>hae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguayan Guarani</td>
<td>če</td>
<td>nde</td>
<td>ha? e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mundurukú</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>ěn; e</td>
<td>isę; ię; ibo; ija; ijop; io</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urarina</td>
<td>kanu</td>
<td>i:</td>
<td>aka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. A tanglegram comparison between the tree for Chapacuran languages from this study (left) and from Birchall, Dunn, and Greenhill (2016) (right).

The languages geographically located between
Kawapanan languages and Puelche seem to have
retained some of the formal features of this pronominal
system (Table 7):
The languages, the pronominal system of which is presented in the chart, with the exception of Warpean, were clustered together (Fig. 8). Although pronominal information is not enough to claim a precise vertical relatedness between these languages, the similarities between the pronominal systems could account for the existence of a potential historical marker (Nichols and Peterson 1996), which would extend all the way from the south-west of modern Colombia to Tierra el Fuego. A process which could have been fossilised in the pronominal systems of all these languages could be that of the early peopling of the western territories of South America, prior to the sedentarisation and local establishment of certain groups due to farming and agriculture (see Diamond and Bellwood 2003). However, this remains hypothetical. We dubbed the clade in the MCCT including these languages and some others ‘Andean clade’. Below, we present its distribution.

5.2 The Jivaroan–Uru connection

In the last two decades there have been efforts in the description of the grammars of the Uru languages, from a philological (Cerrón-Palomino 2016) and a descriptive perspective (Cerrón-Palomino 2006; Muysken and Hanns 2006), as well as in the analysis of the history behind the population displacements of these people (Barbieri et al. 2011). Jivaroan or Chicham languages are somewhat in the same situation. Many varieties have been carefully relatedness between these languages, the similarities between the pronominal systems could account for the existence of a potential historical marker (Nichols and Peterson 1996), which would extend all the way from the south-west of modern Colombia to Tierra el Fuego. A process which could have been fossilised in the pronominal systems of all these languages could be that of the early peopling of the western territories of South America, prior to the sedentarisation and local establishment of certain groups due to farming and agriculture (see Diamond and Bellwood 2003). However, this remains hypothetical. We dubbed the clade in the MCCT including these languages and some others ‘Andean clade’. Below, we present its distribution.

Given that we only relied on pronominal information, a more detailed study that considers other structural features in the languages concerned (see Muysken and O’Connor for a first survey of structural features in the continent) could certainly improve our understanding of this area and discard some possible confounds in the data.

Table 4. The Kawapanan and Puelche subject suffixes/prefixes systems, based on Rojas-Berscia and Nikulin (2016) for Proto-Kawapanan (PK) and Viegas Barros (2017) for Puelche.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PK subject suffixes</th>
<th>Puelche subject prefixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>u-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>mi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.pl</td>
<td>ji-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The Kawapanan object suffix system compared to the Puelche second subject prefixes system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PK object suffixes</th>
<th>Puelche second subject prefixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>k-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>kim-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.pl</td>
<td>kui-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These forms can be found in Malvestiti and Orden (2014). The forms were standardised to the IPA, on the basis of explanations for letter-sound correspondence provided by the authors and the insights of Casamiquela (1983).
*Throughout the article we use /Ø/ when referring to the Kawapanan phoneme /h/, given that this was the form we used in the original Bayesian phylogenetic analysis.
*This form is attested in the earliest forms of Chayahuita, also known as Mayna-Chawi (see Rojas Berscia, 2015).
Table 6. Proto-Kawapanan and Puelche lexical affinities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Proto-Kawapanan (adapted from Valenzuela Bismarck 2011; Rojas-Berscia and Nikulin 2016)</th>
<th>Puelche (Malvestitti and Orden 2014)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>*jik</td>
<td>jagup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>*uk</td>
<td>gu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eat</td>
<td>*kap-</td>
<td>kn-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg</td>
<td>*kaju</td>
<td>giga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man</td>
<td>*kimia</td>
<td>gina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood</td>
<td>*uwila-yik/ueiNa-yik</td>
<td>ginav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver</td>
<td>*kan</td>
<td>gina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>face</td>
<td>Sha. yapi-ra</td>
<td>y-apik</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. A comparison of the languages between the Kawapanan–Puelche space. Forms that show some resemblance appear in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. *kwa</td>
<td>kwa/kja</td>
<td>*ja:</td>
<td>*ja</td>
<td>*na-ja</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>aka</td>
<td>ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. *kima</td>
<td>kimaw</td>
<td>*kma:</td>
<td>*qam</td>
<td>*huma</td>
<td>kwu</td>
<td>aka</td>
<td>cema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. *saja</td>
<td>uja</td>
<td>*ta:</td>
<td>*paj</td>
<td>*up'a</td>
<td>qwu/ku</td>
<td>aja</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.pl *k(u)nja</td>
<td>kija/kija</td>
<td>*sa/uekwa:</td>
<td>*biuwa-sa</td>
<td>kuchu</td>
<td>kunsa</td>
<td>sa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Geographical distribution of the clade.
described in the past two decades (Saad 2014; Peña 2016; Overall 2017), and work on ancient DNA with regard to the genealogical affinities between this group and that of the Lamista of San Martín in Perú has shed light on the possible population displacements of the speakers of these languages (Sandoval et al. 2016).

In our analysis, both Jivaroan (Shuar and Aguaruna) and Uru (Chipaya) were clustered together (Fig. 9). The pronominal systems of both groups also show some striking similarities (Table 8):

We surmise this to be a case to be considered in future comparative studies involving the Jivaroan or Uru language families. Cerroñ-Palomino (2016) provides a complete survey of previous efforts made by comparative linguists to suggest groupings involving Uru and Puquina, and Uru and Mosetean languages. The latter seems to be the only promising avenue in the field. However, no comparative analysis involving geographically very distant languages has been successful. We suggest the Jivaroan–Uru connection to be a promising one from a traditional perspective.

5.3 Puquina, Muniche and Chocoan: the Arawak Matrix

Another grouping which resulted from our analysis and which is worth having a look involves the Puquina (isolate), Muniche (isolate), the Chocoan language family and some Arawak languages (AWK) (Fig. 10). The pronominal systems of all these languages show great affinities (Table 10):

We suggest that the presence of this pattern in non-Arawak languages, such as Northern Embera, Epena, Muniche, and Puquina, is a trace of contact with Arawak speakers. This was also addressed from a structural perspective as the Arawak matrix (Eriksen and Danielsen 2014).

It has been well documented that Arawak itinerants used the major Amazonian rivers to reach places as far as Southwestern Amazonia (Fig. 11). These migrations are not only of archaeological and ethnohistorical interest, but also show a clear linguistic impact. Ritualistic lexicon is the most common fossil of these migrations in the vocabularies of many Amazonian languages. Nevertheless, grammar was influenced in many important ways as well (Rojas-Berscia, 2019). The Arawak pronominal system diffusion could point to this.

Similarities between Muniche and Arawak (Gibson 1996), as well as Puquina and Arawak (Kaufman 1990; Adelaar and Muyssen 2004; Jolkesky 2016) have been observed in the literature. Here we confirm these observations from a phylogenetic perspective at the pronominal level, but also add Chocoan languages to the discussion. Although we found the observations not strong enough for us to claim the existence of a genealogical relationship between Arawak languages and Puquina or Muniche, the similarities throughout the entire pronominal system are not coincidental. Once more, we suggest this is evidence of a historical marker, the origin of which is irretrievable.

| Table 8. Uru–Jivaroan pronominal systems. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Chipaya         | Ts’imu          | Iru-wit’u       | Awajún          | Shuar           |
| 1 weril          | witr            | wiril           | wi              | wi              |
| 2 am             | Ama             | am              | ami             | ami             |
| 3 nii            | ni               | ni              | ni              | nil/au          |
| 4 utron          | butti           | ii              |                 |                 |
| 2 pl. antsoxo    | atum            | atum            |                 |                 |

Figure 9. Geographical distribution of the Uru-Jivaroan pronominal clade.
Table 9. Lexical similarities between Uru and Jivaroan. Possible formal affinities are shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ts’imu</th>
<th>Iru-wit’u</th>
<th>Chipaya</th>
<th>Awajún*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>who</td>
<td>beki</td>
<td>bek</td>
<td>yáki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>ara</td>
<td>ana</td>
<td>atsá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaf</td>
<td>tuk</td>
<td>tuk</td>
<td>dúka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frog</td>
<td>skarap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>paku</td>
<td>paku</td>
<td>paki</td>
<td>¶‘wild pig’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>louse</td>
<td>samis</td>
<td>sami</td>
<td>sami</td>
<td>¶‘type of centipede’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meat</td>
<td>hilli</td>
<td>xilli</td>
<td>cbiswi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two</td>
<td>pati</td>
<td>pisk</td>
<td>pisk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seed</td>
<td>muxu</td>
<td>nonis</td>
<td>muku</td>
<td>¶‘relative to a group, multitude’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bark</td>
<td>cici-k’ispi</td>
<td>tsts-kispí/chaxpi</td>
<td>chapi</td>
<td>saepé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>paeqe</td>
<td>acá</td>
<td>acá</td>
<td>búuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ear</td>
<td>k’uni</td>
<td>kuni</td>
<td>khuni</td>
<td>kuwisch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye</td>
<td>c’uxñi</td>
<td>cuki</td>
<td>chuki</td>
<td>xiĩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teeth</td>
<td>iske</td>
<td>iski</td>
<td>isque</td>
<td>ixig(ka) ‘teeth root’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bite</td>
<td>c’at</td>
<td>cati-</td>
<td>c’at</td>
<td>esát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kill</td>
<td>kon-</td>
<td>kon-</td>
<td></td>
<td>kuaaut ‘cut’?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walk</td>
<td>okx-</td>
<td>oqk-</td>
<td></td>
<td>wekagát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>give</td>
<td>ta-</td>
<td>ta-</td>
<td>thät-</td>
<td>atáku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>say</td>
<td>ci-</td>
<td>ci-</td>
<td>kbiyi-</td>
<td>cićát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floor</td>
<td>yeki</td>
<td>yuqa</td>
<td></td>
<td>nuguśka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire</td>
<td>ux(i)</td>
<td>ux</td>
<td></td>
<td>hiĩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ash</td>
<td>killa</td>
<td>kbirra</td>
<td>qbug</td>
<td>yuku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>path</td>
<td>litris</td>
<td>biks/liksi</td>
<td>biks</td>
<td>binta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>par</td>
<td>xloki</td>
<td>lok</td>
<td>kapantu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>txuxya</td>
<td>tu:</td>
<td>thu:</td>
<td>da, na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The information for Awajún is based on Antunce, Jakway and Wipio (1996).

bA typical Amazonian type of meat-steaming using bijao leaves (Calathea lutea).
Table 10. Pronominal systems of Muniche, Northern Embera (Chocoan), Epena (Chocoan), Wapishana (AWK), Mashco Piro (AWK), Tariana (AWK), Puquina, Baure (AWK), and Perené Ashéninka (AWK).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muniche</th>
<th>Northern Embera</th>
<th>Epena</th>
<th>Wapishana</th>
<th>Mashco Piro</th>
<th>Tariana</th>
<th>Puquina</th>
<th>Baure</th>
<th>Perené Ashéninka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 aʔpa-nü</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>ugari</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>nu</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>ni/nti</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 aʔpa-pü</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>pi</td>
<td>pigari</td>
<td>pi</td>
<td>pi</td>
<td>pi</td>
<td>piti</td>
<td>pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 aʔpa-ra</td>
<td>eru</td>
<td>eru</td>
<td>uruu</td>
<td>wale</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>tfu</td>
<td>roti</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 aʔpa-wü</td>
<td>dai</td>
<td>tací</td>
<td>wainau</td>
<td>wita</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>sep</td>
<td>bìti</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Proposed locations of Proto-Arawakan languages in Northwestern Amazonia (orange hexagon); secondary centres of dispersal in the Middle Orinoco, Central Amazon, and Upper Madeira (yellow triangles); and major routes of expansion (red arrows; adapted from Heckenberger (2002: 116), extracted from Rojas-Berscia and Piepers (in prep.).)

Figure 12. Comparison between the tree derived from pronouns and trees derived from genetic data. Left: Pemberton et al. (2013); right: Reich et al. (2012).
6. Concluding discussion

This is just a first step towards more fine-grained studies on historical relations between South American languages from a phoneme-level Bayesian phylogenetic perspective.

Some of the main outcomes from the current analysis were:

1. Well-established language families were recovered by just resorting to pronominal information (see Quechuan, Aymaran, or Carib). Pronominal systems may be a reliable hypothesis generating starting point when it comes to trace back historical (vertical or horizontal) relations. However, this was not the case for the Pama–Nyungan data, and so care is needed in interpreting the history of restricted sets of words as the general history of languages.

2. There is not enough evidence to claim that Puelche and Kawapanan are genealogically related, as was suggested in Kaufman (1994) with his Macro-Andean hypothesis. Not enough shared vocabulary has been found yet. Still, the languages seem to have related pronominal systems. This relationship may reflect a historical marker of the early peopling of western South America, prior to the emergence of farming and agriculture (Diamond and Bellwood 2003), formalised in the presence of a particular k-type pronominal system not only in Kawapanan and Puelche, but also in other Andean and piedmont languages and language families, such as Kunza, Cholón, Quechuan, Aymaran, Warpean, and Chonan.

3. Jivaroan and Uru languages also seem to be historically related at the pronominal level. Although no grouping of these languages has been suggested in the past, there seems to be enough lexical commonalities to carry out deeper comparative studies. Their relationship may well turn out to be genealogical.

4. Puquina, Munich, and the Chocoan languages have very similar pronominal systems. This seems to be the relic of migrations of Arawak itinerants and the possible scenarios where Arawak vernaculars mixed with local ones. Although hypothetical, this seems to be the most accurate explanation for the diffusion of the Arawak pronominal system into the grammar of these languages. Further lexical and grammatical comparative analysis must be carried out in order to compare the degree to which Arawak-type linguistic elements pervaded the different grammars of Munich, Puquina, and Chocoan speakers.

The method still needs to be improved and validated on known historical relations. For example, the current analysis treats each segment as categorically different, which can lead to very similar forms looking different. This might be improved by using sound classes instead of segments (we thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion). We also note that it would be possible to reconstruct the probability of each segment at each node in the phylogeny, potentially providing a way of suggesting reconstructed forms.

Finally, the use of structural features in the languages of the zone (Muysken and O’Connor 2014) will possibly clear up the picture and allow us to get rid of possible confounds triggered by the use of a unique pattern. Eventually, only a careful interdisciplinary approach which encompasses the study of ancient DNA (Reich et al. 2012; Pemberton et al. 2013) and archaeology will help us support or put into doubt the plausibility of the historical markers we presented and shed light on the linguistic past of South America.12
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Notes

1. Translation from the original: Analoge Lautabstufungen scheinen endlich bei dem Personalpronomen weitverbreitet vorzukommen.

2. Dieser Fall ist wohl ebenfalls den räumlichen Entfernungsunterschieden zuzuordnen. Doch dürfte in manchen Fällen noch ein anderes Moment mitwirken, das der Lautmetapher ihren eigenartigen Charakter verleiht. Auffallend häufig kommen nämlich für das ‘Ich’ die Resonanzlaute, namentlich der labiale Resonanzton m, in sonst
gänzlich stammesfremden Sprachen vor. Da schon der Naturmensch nach weitverbreiteten animistischen Vorfahren sein Ich in das Innere seines Körpers verlegt, so mag die Auseinandersetzung des bei verschlossenen Lippen vorgebrachten Lautes mit dem eigenen Inneren hier als eine natürliche Lautmetapher für das Ich empfunden werden (Wundt 1904: 344–5).

2. The same year, Willerman (1994) conducted a survey with pronoun paradigms of thirty-two typologically diverse languages. Willerman found that nasals were twice as frequent in pronouns. According to this author, nasals seem to be the most common segments in pronominad paradigms not necessarily due to sound-symbolism but because of being one of the simplest ones from an articulatory standpoint.

3. This opened a debate in the field (see Campbell 1997 as a response to Nichols and Peterson 1996; and Nichols and Peterson 1998 as a response to Campbell). This debate has been recently reassessed by Zamponi (2017). For Zamponi, ‘[t]he paradigm observed through the proto-languages of all multi-member families and all isolates of the New World we know, appears essentially as a North American phenomenon that cannot be circumscribed precisely to a single area and is deeply-rooted only in the southern half of the Northwest Coast and in the neighboring California’ (2017: 225).

4. A lect is defined as ‘a completely non-committal term for any bundling together of linguistic phenomena’ (Bailey 1973: 13).

5. In the example above, having a /t/ at the end means that a language does not have a /d/ at the end, and so the three sites are not independent. Independence between sites is an assumption of the Bayesian phylogenetic method. However, strictly speaking, a given language might have multiple segments at a given site if it has multiple forms. Indeed, we find this is often the case in the data. This is also the defense for cognate set coding: a language might have multiple forms for the same meaning which belong to more than one cognate set.

6. We decided to pick up the first four pronoun categories (1s, 2s, 3s, 1pl/4), since these forms commonly appear uninflated in most South American languages. The most doubtful choice is 1pl or 4, which is inflected in many cases and uninflated in others (as in Andean languages), and which is sometimes split due to clusivity (inclusive/exclusive). In this case, we picked the form which was less likely inflected from the first singular.

7. The data obtained by the first author was collected in 2014 for the Master of Honours Project Person-marking in the Andes, a historical and comparative perspective. This database has also been made online in our GitHub repository.

8. A reviewer asked why were pronouns used, as opposed to ASJP data. The ASJP has two weaknesses:
   - The set of segments used in the transcriptions is very coarse, with few distinctions in key phonemes for South America (see the ‘ASJP code’ section here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automated_Similarity_Judgment_Program). Our method depends on phonetic detail.
   - The set of meanings for pronouns only includes ‘I’, ‘you (singular),’ and ‘we’.

9. -su’ in deictics is a fossilised form of the contemporary nominaliser -siu’.

10. This clade also included Malayo, a Chibchan language of Colombia. Although we surmise this as a possible confound, a better sample with more structural features from Malayo and possibly other Chibchan languages could clarify the picture.

11. The phylogenetic analysis only included the 1, 2, 3 and 4 persons of Chipaya, and Awaqun and Shuar. In the table we present a more complete table, including data from the Uru languages Ts’imunc and Iwu-wit’u, all extracted from Cerrón-Palomino (2016).

12. Currently, there are few alternative data which connect with the current results. The GeLaTo database (http://www.shh.mpg.de/553680/gelato-genes-and-languages-together) is a promising resource that aims to connect data on genetic variation to languages. For example, it links six of the languages in this study to genetic differences in microsatellite markers of their speakers (from Pemberton, DeGiorgio and Rosenberg 2013). Another study (Reich et al. 2012) looked at differences in single nucleotide polymorphisms for American populations and ten languages overlap with ours. These trees are compared with ours in Fig. 12. The similarity is low. This obviously requires much further research.
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